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We analyze the relation between the classical part of quantum observables and the distributions representing
quantum states and observables on the classical phase space. We determine in which conditions such a relation
can be established, and the proper phase-space distribution required for this purpose.
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distributions on the classical phase space provides a distin-
guished tool to analyze fundamental aspects of the quantum
physics, specially concerning the fuzzy boundary between
the classical and quantum theories. For example, they can be
used to determine how nonclassical is a quantum state ~the
so-called nonclassical depth! @1#.
Some recent works have put forward a decomposition of
quantum observables into the sum of classical and nonclas-
sical components @2,3#. This splitting presents surprising and
interesting properties concerning quantum fluctuations, un-
certainty relations, and other fundamental aspects of the
quantum theory @2–4#. In particular, it has been shown that
the classical part of the linear momentum ~with respect to
position! coincides with a local average of the Wigner func-
tion.
This connection suggests a natural and fruitful relation
between classical parts and classical-like description of
quantum physics. In this work we study this correspondence
in a more general framework by examining the case of arbi-
trary observables beyond linear momentum. On the one
hand, when we consider arbitrary functions of momentum
we find that the classical part is the local average of a phase-
space distribution different from the Wigner function. ~Natu-
rally, for linear momentum such a distribution and the
Wigner function give the same result.! On the other hand, if
we consider arbitrary joint functions of position and momen-
tum, we find that no phase-space correspondence of this kind
can be established.
The decomposition of quantum observables B into the
sum of classical Bc
A and a nonclassical Bq
A components, B
5Bq
A1Bc
A
, has been introduced in Refs. @2,3#. The classical
component Bc
A of the observable B with respect to operator A
is defined as the operator commuting with A that minimizes
the mean deviation
EP5^~B2BcA!2& , ~1!
where
Bc
A5(
a
Bc
A~a !ua&^au ~2!
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leads to
Bc
A~a !5
^au~Br1rB !ua&
2^aurua&
5
^~ ua&^auB1Bua&^au!&
2^ua&^au&
, ~3!
where r is the density matrix of the system.
For definiteness, in what follows we focus on the case that
the reference observable A is the Cartesian position of a one-
dimensional system, A5X , while B will be arbitrary in prin-
ciple. Incidentally, when A5X , the classical parts are closely
related to the de Broglie–Bohm approach to quantum me-
chanics, as discussed in Refs. @4,5#. Moreover, when B is the
linear momentum P, the classical part becomes proportional
to the probability current density, which is a very intuitive
result. In particular, for pure states uc&
Pc
X~x !5\
d
dxarg c~x !, ~4!
where c(x)5^xuc& as usual.
In Refs. @2,3# it has been shown that Pc
X can be suitably
related to the Wigner function as a kind of a local expecta-
tion value of the form
Pc
x~x !5
E dppW~x ,p !
E dpW~x ,p ! , ~5!
where W(x ,p) stands for the Wigner function,
W~x ,p !5
1
2p\E djeipj/\^x2j/2urux1j/2&, ~6!
and ux6j/2& are the eigenstates of X.
At this stage we recall that the Wigner function is not the
unique description of quantum physics on phase space, and
many other choices are possible @6–12#. In our context, it
can be easily seen that the same relation ~5! is satisfied by
very different phase-space distributions. For example, this is
the case of the family of functions introduced in Ref. @7#©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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1
~2p\!2
E E E dudtdu f ~u ,t!e2ixu/\eipt/\eiuu/\^u2t/2uruu1t/2& , ~7!provided that
] f
]t U
t50
50. ~8!
As a further example, relation ~5! is also satisfied by the de
Broglie–Bohm distribution for pure states @5,8#
WBB~x ,p !5uc~x !u2dS p2\ ddxarg c~x ! D , ~9!
where d is the Dirac delta function.
After this ambiguity, we can ask whether the nonunique-
ness persists when we consider other observables different
from momentum or, on the contrary, the general case singles
out a unique solution. To this end, let us consider the relation
Bc
X~x !5
^xu~Br1rB !ux&
2^xurux&
5
E dpB~x ,p !W~x ,p !
E dpW~x ,p ! ,
~10!
for arbitrary B as a definition of the phase-space distribution
W(x ,p). The objective is to solve this relation for W(x ,p).
To this end, we will assume the natural equality
^xurux&5E dpW~x ,p !, ~11!
so that Eq. ~10! becomes
1
2 ^xu~Br1rB !ux&5E dpB~x ,p !W~x ,p !. ~12!
Incidentally, Eq. ~12! implies a natural expression for the
mean value of B
^B&5E dpdxB~x ,p !W~x ,p !. ~13!
Before proceeding further, let us note that relation ~10!
may be ambiguous since we have no prior assignment for the
function B(x ,p). Fortunately, this is not a difficulty, since in
order to solve Eq. ~10!, it is sufficient to consider just opera-
tor functions B(P) depending only on P. In such a case we
can naturally assume that B(p)5B(p). Specifically, we con-
sider the family of operators B5eiyP/\. Since eiyP/\ux&5ux
2y&, we get
^x1y urux&1^xurux2y&52E dpeiyp/\W~x ,p !, ~14!
so that by Fourier inversion we get06410W~x ,p !5 12p\ReS E dye2iyp/\^xurux2y& D
5
1
A2p\
Re~e2ixp/\^xurup&!, ~15!
where up& are the eigenstates of P.
The first conclusion is that the solution is unique. The
second conclusion is that the solution is not the Wigner func-
tion. The distribution ~15! was introduced in Ref. @9#, and it
corresponds to f 5cos@ut/(2\)# in Eq. ~7! ~while the Wigner
function corresponds to f 51) @7#. Formally, W(x ,p) is quite
similar to the distribution introduced in Ref. @10# providing
the instantaneous power spectrum of a temporal signal.
In Refs. @7,11,12# it is shown that the phase-space formal-
ism defined by Eq. ~15! provides the following correspon-
dence between operators and functions required to fulfill the
relation ~13!:
B~x ,p !5xnpm↔B5 12 ~PmXn1XnPm!. ~16!
Once we have determined explicitly the function W(x ,p)
we can go backwards to discuss the assumptions adopted
above. In the first place, it can be easily checked that the
condition ~11! is actually satisfied. Furthermore, we have
also
^purup&5E dxW~x ,p !. ~17!
On the other hand, for the most general case when
B(X ,P) depends both on X and P, we can demonstrate that
Eq. ~12! is not compatible with Eq. ~15!. To show this, let us
consider the case B(x ,p)5 j(x)g(p) where j and g are arbi-
trary functions. From Eq. ~15!, the right-hand side of Eq.
~12! can be expressed as
1
2 ^xu~rGJ1JGr!ux&, ~18!
where the operators J, G are defined as J5 j(X) and G
5g(P), respectively. On the other hand, from the function-
operator correspondence ~16! the operator B is B5(GJ
1JG)/2, so that the left-hand side of Eq. ~12! is
1
4 ^xu@r~GJ1JG !1~GJ1JG !r#ux& . ~19!
Equations ~18! and ~19! are equal if and only if
^xur@J ,G#ux&5^xu@J ,G#rux&, ~20!
or, equivalently,
tr~rux&^xu,@J ,G#!50. ~21!
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mutes with every ux&^xu and, therefore,
@J ,G#5H~X !, ~22!
where H(X) is an arbitrary function of X. This allows us to
present the case j(x)5x , g(p)5p2, with @J ,G#52i\P , as
a suitable example for which Eq. ~22! and, therefore, Eq.
~12! are not satisfied. This does not exclude that there are
some other particular joint functions of x, p for which Eqs.06410~22! and ~12! are satisfied. This is the case of j(x) arbitrary
and g(p)5p , for which H52i\dJ/dx in Eq. ~22!, that
includes the relevant example of the interaction Hamiltonian
of a particle coupled to the electromagnetic field.
The conclusion is that, when we take as reference the
observables X or P, the classical part of the observable B is a
local average of the Margenau-Hill phase-space distribution
provided that @B ,X#50 or @B ,P#50. Otherwise, for arbi-
trary joint functions of X and P, the phase-space connection
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